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Abstract
Internet of Drones (IoD) facilitates the autonomous operations of drones into every application (warfare, surveillance,

photography, etc) across the world. The transmission of data (to and fro) related to these applications occur between the

drones and the other infrastructure over wireless channels that must abide to the stringent latency restrictions. However,

relaying this data to the core cloud infrastructure may lead to a higher round trip delay. Thus, we utilize the cloud close to

the ground, i.e., edge computing to realize an edge-envisioned IoD ecosystem. However, as this data is relayed over an

open communication channel, it is often prone to different types of attacks due to it wider attack surface. Thus, we need to

find a robust solution that can maintain the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of the data while providing desired

services. Blockchain technology is capable to handle these challenges owing to the distributed ledger that store the data

immutably. However, the conventional block architecture pose several challenges because of limited computational

capabilities of drones. As the size of blockchain increases, the data flow also increases and so does the associated

challenges. Hence, to overcome these challenges, in this work, we have proposed a derived blockchain architecture that

decouples the data part (or block ledger) from the block header and shifts it to off-chain storage. In our approach, the

registration of a new drone is performed to enable legitimate access control thus ensuring identity management and

traceability. Further, the interactions happen in the form of transactions of the blockchain. We propose a lightweight

consensus mechanism based on the stochastic selection followed by a transaction signing process to ensure that each drone

is in control of its block. The proposed scheme also handles the expanding storage requirements with the help of data

compression using a shrinking block mechanism. Lastly, the problem of additional delay anticipated due to drone mobility

is handled using a multi-level caching mechanism. The proposed work has been validated in a simulated Gazebo envi-

ronment and the results are promising in terms of different metrics. We have also provided numerical validations in context

of complexity, communication overheads and computation costs.

Keywords Blockchain � Edge computing � Derived architecture � Internet of Drones � Security

1 Introduction

The globe is evolving to improve the quality of human

life by easing their day-to-day activities through the

intervention of advanced technologies. Starting with the

invention of fire, then shaping stones into wheels, to all

the way flying to space, the human race has shown

significant advancements in all horizons. Transportation

is one such area that has seen magnificent advancements

and technological accomplishments. Initially, the focus

was to come up with mechanical solutions, that went on

to provide comfort and ease of driving, until recently the

focus shifted towards autonomous operations of vehicles

[1]. One such evolution in the transportation sector is the
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evolution of drones that can fly without the need for

onboard human presence. Initially, the drones were

developed for military applications like carrying out

aerial surveys of the battlefield, providing essential

supplies to soldiers in batter fields, and carrying out

missions that are normally too risky for a plane with a

pilot. But, in the past decade, the application of drones is

advancing towards non-military and commercial domains

at a consistent pace [2]. The factors that are favoring this

advancement, include the progression of drone hardware

(i.e, they are becoming small yet more powerful) and

more importantly the software environments for drones

are evolving towards the autonomy of their operations

[3].

These advancements resulted in a powerful ecosystem

known as the Internet of Drones (IoD), which supports the

autonomous operations and mobility of drones. The IoD

divides the airspace into logical partitions known as zones

[4]. Drones move from one zone into another zone through

zone intersection points [5]. The places of interest are

designated as nodes in the IoD ecosystem. The zonal and

inter-zonal movements of drones occur in a fixed path

fashion which is predefined whereas once the drone reaches

nodes they are free to move. These movements are con-

trolled by the central controlling authority known as the

aviation authority. Different zones have their designated

service-providing and controlling entities that are known as

zone service providers (ZSP). The ZSPs provide naviga-

tional information to drones and the aviation authority

manages the mutual working of ZSPs. Using the above

conceptual architecture, the IoD facilitates the autonomous

operations of drones into every application (warfare,

surveillance, photography, rescue, delivery, etc) across the

world. The transmission of data (to and fro) related to these

applications occur between the drones and the other

infrastructure over wireless channels for processing or

decision making. The applications desire a stringent

latency restriction to improve the overall performance.

Generally, this data is relayed to the central cloud facility

providing computing power and storage capabilities.

However, relaying this data to the core cloud infrastructure

(for processing and storage) may lead to a higher round trip

delay.

In [6–8] explored the fog-cloud interplay to resolve such

challenges in the related domains. Similarly, in [9], a multi-

agent-based fog computing model was proposed for task

management jobs similar to the agent-based architecture

proposed for UAV navigation in [10]. Thus, it becomes

viable to utilize the cloud close to the ground, i.e., edge

computing. This helps the drones to connect with the edge

and process (or analyze) the data and meet the stringent

latency requirements. Thus, this advent a novel edge-en-

visioned IoD architecture that combines the capabilities of

edge with IoD for the overall welfare of the underlying

applications.

However, the data in edge-envisioned IoD is relayed

over an open channel, so it is often prone to different

attacks and malicious activities. Moreover, as drones are

small and can fly in partial to full stealth modes for humans

they can be a big risk in terms of privacy infringement

because of video surveillance capabilities and possess a big

potential risk of transporting vulnerable materials like

explosives to places of interest. The security of the IoD is

very volatile and highly susceptible to security breaches.

As the attack surface is really large because of various

levels of communications like drone to drone (D2D), drone

to infrastructure (D2I), and transmitting data to an edge or

central cloud-based repository. Thus, a robust solution that

can sustain the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of

the data while providing desired services to the end-users is

the utmost need of time. Being an amalgamation of

heterogeneous networks, in an edge-envisioned IoD envi-

ronment, the security implications are not just limited to

the inherent security challenges brought by sensor net-

works, mobile communication and cellular networks, and

the open channel Internet, but it also includes the privacy

preservation and protection issues and challenges. There-

fore, drones have to support the advanced security schemas

and concepts such as authentication, authorization, data

integrity and protection, confidentiality, authorization and

access control, and cyber-attack protection and prevention

under one umbrella.

Several existing proposals proposed different solutions

to secure the IoD ecosystem by protecting the drones by

using multilevel and multi-domain strategies. However,

this often involves the use of heavy cryptographic com-

putations which should be avoided in the drone-based

environment to save resources as well as provide speedy

operations. The challenge of enhancing the flight time

within the battery power limits the usage of hard security

primitives in the IoD. The existing security mechanisms

aren’t sufficient for the IoD ecosystems as they have

inherited limitations of computational overhead leading to

more power-intensive operations [11]. The IoD is a

resource-constrained ecosystem (in terms of computing and

battery power) and thus conventional security primitives

pose stringent challenges in terms of the additional com-

putational burden. Hence, the alternative mechanisms must

be explored for their possible adaptability in IoD. Fur-

thermore, the conventional security primitives are not

suitable to scale up to meet the autonomous operations in

the IoD ecosystem. Hence several researchers have sug-

gested using alternative mechanisms to ensure security and

privacy in the IoD.

IoD relies on resource-sensitive systems and machines

and thus strong and heavy cryptographic mechanisms
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impose additional overhead. Hence, the radical and

unorthodox mechanisms must be explored and validated

for their possible adaptability and suitability in the edge-

envisioned IoD system. Blockchain is one emerging tech-

nology which although became famous for use in cryp-

tocurrencies but its application in other areas (like the

Internet of Things) is being explored extensively [12–14].

It ensures the security of data without the governance by

central entities and provides de-centralized architecture

comprising of a distributed, shared and immutable ledger

[15, 16]. The success of blockchain is credited to its dis-

tributed ledger structure and immutable data recording

capabilities. Moreover, the resilience and traceability is the

most favoring factor for blockchain apart from its

immutability and privacy preservation using the hashed

identities to identify entities. So, in the IoD landscape,

blockchain is a viable option to ensure security in a scal-

able manner [17, 18].

1.1 Research problem?

The legacy blockchain architecture requires heavy com-

putations and involves huge network interactions that are

again not suitable for the resource-limited drone environ-

ment if adopted in its standard form. The conventional

blockchain architectures rely on mining processes for

ensuring the trust of involved entities. Moreover, the var-

ious consensus algorithms like proof of work are very

resource exhaustive as they require solving complex

mathematical problems [19, 20]. Even huge mining farms

with dedicated graphical processing units (GPU) take time

to solve the problem used in conventional mining tech-

niques. Hence, using blockchain in IoD like ecosystem

brings in a big problem. Moreover, the blockchain archi-

tecture requires nodes to synchronize the blocks to main-

tain a consistent state, which requires a large number of

network communications thus pressurizing the underlying

network and further looking at the high mobility of IoD

systems the network typologies tend to change frequently

worsens the problem. Several researchers have proposed

solutions like in [21, 22], to use a derived blockchain that

copes with the above-discussed challenges must be devel-

oped for drone-like application areas. Some works like in

[23] used an adapted blockchain architecture to meet the

needs of intelligent transportation systems whereas the

authors in [24] used an adapted blockchain architecture for

meeting the needs of IoD.

The conventional blockchain stores the transactions in

blocks linked together via hashes. New transactions go into

new blocks and older blocks become immutable. Over time

as newer blocks get added into the blockchain, the size

tends to grow [25]. Moreover, as transactions about an

entity are spread across multiple blocks the process of

traversing transactions requires locating multiple blocks

and then accessing them. In [23, 26] the authors suggested

that the decoupling of data from the blockchain is a viable

solution in the resource-constrained ecosystems. Hence, we

need to split the data into header and trailer parts and keep

only the headers in the blockchain. Moreover, it also

becomes important to design an appropriate consensus

mechanism for IoD and incorporate the performance

improvement techniques like caching into the ecosystem.

Further, as suggested by [27, 28] the special architectures

of blockchain need to be analyzed for their real-time per-

formance using which they can be further fine-tuned to

offer better performance and throughput. Hence, a derived

blockchain architecture based on off-chain data is more

suitable than conventional blockchain in resource-con-

strained environments.

1.1.1 Research questions?

To realize the full potential of an unconventional block-

chain-based security solution for an edge-envisioned IoD

ecosystem several concerns must be effectively addressed.

To this end, the security solution ecosystems should be

both computer-friendly and auditable. However, to achieve

this, we need to answer the following research questions

(RQ):

– RQ1 How to design an unconventional block structure

(like one drone one block) through the decoupling of

data from the blockchain (shifting it to off-chain

storage).

– RQ2 How to develop an access control and identity

verification mechanism that considers the privacy of the

participating entities.

– RQ3 How to design a lightweight algorithm that allows

only stochastically valid participants to ensure dis-

tributed consensus and timeliness in the IoD

ecosystem?

– RQ4 How to control the expanding storage require-

ments of conventional blockchain so that it can be

suitable for the IoD?

– RQ5 How to ensure that mobility associated with the

drones do not hinder the near to real-time communi-

cation and decision making in the edge-envisioned IoD

ecosystem.

1.2 Overview of the research approach
and contributions

Looking into the research questions, we have extended our

previous work [29] to propose a derived blockchain

architecture for providing secure data dissemination in the

edge-envisioned IoD ecosystem. The block is the vital
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component of blockchain and with time they tend to pile

up, moreover, the traversal of transactions for one entity

may span across multiple blocks, which is complex and

requires all participants to store all blocks. Hence, a special

block structure that generates one block per entity and off-

chain storage of data is proposed (Sect. 4). In our approach,

the registration of a new drone is performed to enable

legitimate access control thus ensuring identity manage-

ment and traceability (Sect. 5.1). Further, the interactions

in the ecosystem are performed in the form of transactions

of the blockchain (Sect. 5.2). To overcome the existing

challenges, our approach realizes a lightweight consensus

based on the stochastic selective consensus algorithm

(Sect. 5.3). This is followed by a transaction signing pro-

cess to ensure that each drone is in control of its block

(Sect. 5.4). Another big problem considered relates to the

expanding storage requirements, that are handled with the

help of data compression using a shrinking block mecha-

nism (Sect. 5.5). Lastly, the problem of additional delay

anticipated due to drone mobility while accessing services

through edge infrastructure is handled using a multi-level

caching mechanism. The overview of the research

approach is depicted with the help of a schematic diagram

in Fig. 1.

The salient contributions of this work are listed below.

– We have deployed an edge-envisioned IoD ecosystem

to facilitate secure operations for drone-related appli-

cations using derived blockchain.

– A derived block structure that decouples the data part

(or block ledger) from the block header is proposed to

overcome the limitation of conventional block structure

in the context of the IoD ecosystem.

– A block shrinking mechanism is proposed to ensure the

data stored on the drone is retained within a stipulated

size. This supplements the derived blockchain archi-

tecture to optimize the storage.

– We have proposed a stochastic consensus technique to

ensure that only legitimate entities participate in the

consensus thus ensuring the integrity of the system.

– We have proposed a caching mechanism in the edge-

envisioned IoD that supports multi-level caching

related to edge-to-edge, drone-to-drone, and edge-to

drone context.

– The proposed work has been validated in a simulated

environment and the initial results are promising in

terms of different metrics. Also, we have provided

numerical validation of the proposed architecture.

2 Related work

Various existing proposals have explored different

dimensions related to the IoD in an attempt to devise a

flawless system with viable work-ability. The relevant

existing proposals are discussed based on different per-

spectives like drone navigation and placement, security in

drones, legacy blockchain for drone security, adapted

blockchain for resource-constrained environments.

2.1 Drone navigation/placement

The IoD environment provides a layered architecture for

coordinating and enabling drone flights in a shared airspace

[4]. Hence the navigation and placement of drones become

a very crucial planning and operational aspect. Many

researchers have explored this field from different aspects

as in [30], the authors have studied the optimizations of

drones along with corresponding energy consumption.

Researchers in [31] have discussed the communication

limitations of drones due to limited radio transmission

power and constrained onboard computation and storage

resources. The authors have proposed a cloud empowered

mechanism to enable drone communications over the

internet. This brings an advantage of management capa-

bilities from any place, no matter how far from the physical

location of the drone. A Work in this direction as presented

in [32] has brought forward the attention towards special

service scheduling needs of the drones in IoD. The authors

in their work have proposed a priority-based service

scheduling technique for IoD keeping ahead of the special

communication needs of drones in uploading and down-

loading the information. Moreover, recent research trends

towards usage of artificial intelligence and machine

learning for navigating drones on their own are progressive

like in [33]. In this work, the authors have studied the deep

convolutional neural network for enabling the steering of

drones as per real-life changing scenarios. Based on these

works, the related key gaps in the domain of drone navi-

gation and placement include the requirement of a mech-

anism for transferring the navigational information among

Fig. 1 Overview of the research

approach
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the various entities of the IoD ensuring data security and

access to legitimate entities.

2.2 Security mechanisms for drone
communication

The IoD environment functions in open air space that is

shared by multiple others in terms of communications and

drone movements. Because of this, the drone has various

security challenges. Authors in [34] studied various aspects

and horizons of security on IoD. A detailed analysis of each

possible attack on IoD is analyzed very carefully con-

cerning the impact domain security parameters. The

authors have enlisted the taxonomy for the domain-wise

attacks in IoD. Further, in [35] the researchers have

emphasized various domains of security like the secure

channel between the drones and access points. In existing

works authentication, authorization, and confidentiality of

data in the IoD environment is achieved in most approa-

ches using public-private key pairs which are resource

exhaustive. As a solution to which recent advances for

lightweight authentications and access control techniques

have been proposed in [11]. In a similar work, [36] the

authors proposed a network encoding technique that saves

the computational needs leading to improved power needs.

Authors highlighted the idea that the legacy privacy-pre-

serving techniques are not relevant to IoD as they are heavy

for the ecosystem to handle on drones, hence a network

coding-based pseudonym scheme is proposed. Authors in

[37] have highlighted the need for countermeasures as

drones lack chip-level security hence leading to attacks like

the man in the middle. The above discussion justifies the

need for security solutions suitable to the IoD requirements

keeping in mind that the scalability to match the magnitude

of the IoD landscape.

2.3 Legacy blockchain for drone security

As the IoD has a large attack surface area that is luring for

attackers to exploit, researchers are exploring the possi-

bility of non-conventional security mechanisms like

blockchain to ensure a safe working ecosystem. Authors in

[22] explored the use of blockchain for authentication and

data sharing in a 5G-based drone network. In another work

in [38] the authors have proposed a blockchain-based IoT

platform for the management of autonomous operations of

drones. A detailed system model for the deployment of

service is presented along with various operations of the

drones in the proposed ecosystem. Another work in [39]

presents the blockchain to secure the drones. The author

has justified the usage of blockchain in ensuring trust in the

IoD along with performing the adoption tests of block-

chain. In another work in [40] the authors propose the

blockchain applicability in various applications of IoT.

Recently IEEE has come up with a standard for block-

chain-based IoT deployment [41]. This standard defines the

data management functionality for IoT applications. Based

on these works, blockchain appears to be a suitable candi-

date for the IoD, however, it has its limitations like low

transaction rate, elevated storage requirements, and energy

exhaustive consensus algorithm which needs to be

addressed before it can be deployed at full scale in IoD.

2.4 Adapted blockchain for resource-constrained
environments

Conventional blockchains are not designed for an IoD-like

ecosystem and hence researchers have explored the suit-

able blockchain architecture. In this direction a few

researchers like [23] in their work proposed an alternative

version of blockchain that is adapted as per the needs of

such environments. The authors proposed a framework

known as speedy chain which decouples the data from the

blockchain, hence eliminating the need to process large

data per blockchain and saving space in terms of the

storage of transactions as well. Another similar work in

[25] proposes the decoupling of the data from the block-

chain. The authors propose to store the data in OrbitDB

using the Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS). The proposed

work suggests computing the hash of the stored data in

OrbitDb and then storing the hash inside the blockchain

providing the immutability to the transactions and also

keeping the burden of storage requirement of the whole

blockchain away from the drones. In another blockchain

framework that uses decoupling of data at its core in [21],

the authors have proposed it for edge-based big data

management. The above discussed lightweight architec-

tures try to overcome the limitations of conventional

blockchain but they are not specifically designed for IoD

but in the related ecosystems. Hence, a customized

blockchain solution for IoD security is still among the

paths untraveled.

2.5 Edge caching to provide mobility tolerance

Work by researchers in [42] suggests shifting the burden of

heavy computational work such as the mining process onto

the edge devices, leading to resource-constrained devices

not being burdened due to the functional dependencies of

the blockchain. Authors have suggested creating a pool of

mining resources that may comprise edge devices and also

the mobile devices within the mining cluster whenever

required. In another work, [43] the authors have presented

an edge-based data processing model in a V2X environ-

ment. Authors have considered multiple objective solutions

to deal with delay, energy consumption, service level
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agreements while migrating tasks to edge devices. Leap

forwarding in the same direction researchers in [44] pro-

posed the use to edge-based caching in the UAV envi-

ronment. Authors have brought attention towards using

newer metrics to evaluate the reliability of the network

regarded as ultra-reliability. The drones in the proposed

work are used as on-demand caching nodes to improve

mobile caching and hence improve the ultra-reliability. The

aforementioned proposals suggest that the real-time com-

munication in IoD is challenged by the mobility due to

drone flights. Hence, a suitable caching mechanism that

works at multiple levels should be explored to achieve

robust performance.

Table 1 summarizes the various existing works related

to the IoD-like environments and blockchain. A majority of

them are using non-conventional blockchain to deal with

the needs of the IoD. For example, in [21, 23, 25], a

decoupled data blockchain is used to storage of data off the

chain.

3 System model

The IoD ecosystem consists of various participating enti-

ties and underneath technologies that are tuned and coor-

dinated to work in tandem with each other. IoD may have

different geographical deployments, heterogeneous

supporting network infrastructure, and control methods. In

this section, the system architecture for the proposed

derived blockchain for security-conscious data dissemina-

tion in the edge-envisioned IoD ecosystem is presented.

The system model for the proposed approach depicting

different communications types, controlling entities, and

deployment environments is shown in Fig. 2.

The communication model for the IoD ecosystem is

depicted in Fig. 3. It shows the ground stations as the point

of contact for the drones to interact with the edge-based

aviation authority. The drones are presented with nomen-

clature like Di where i depicts the drone number. The

communication between the ground stations and drones

can be direct or through an ad-hoc network. On ground

stations, the blocks of the different drones are identified

using the Di that serves as the unique identity of the drone.

3.1 Aviation Authority

The predominant entity in the proposed architecture is the

aviation authority (Av). Permissioned blockchain’s access

control is managed by Av. When a drone wants to join the

blockchain network for the first time it must get the reg-

istration done on Av. The proposed techniques make use of

hardware-based security to avoid identity theft. Each drone

is enabled with a trusted platform module (TPM). TPM

makes use of the endorsement key(Ek) which is pair of

Table 1 Comparative analysis of existing proposals

Proposal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

[24] Coupled Regular updating IoD Pseudo-random IDs Yes No No Yes No

[23] Decoupled Regular updating ITS Public key with

periodic change

No Yes No No No

[26] Coupled Grouped transactions ITS – No No No No No

[45] Coupled Grouped transactions IoT – No Yes No No No

[21] Decoupled Express transactions Edge Wallet Transaction

offloading

No No No No

[44] Coupled Regular updating IoD Public key

cryptography

No No Yes No No

[46] Coupled Regular Updating IoD Session keys No No No Yes No

[22] Coupled Grouped transactions IoD Smart contracts No No No Attribute-based

encryption

No

[47] Coupled Regular updating in

public blockchain

IoD Public/Private Key

pair

No No No No No

[48] Coupled Regular updates in

private blockchain

IoD Drone unique id No No No Encrypted

payload

No

[25] Decoupled Regular transaction using

orbitDB

IoD Yes No No No Encrypted

payload

No

Proposed

Approach

Decoupled Appendable IoD Public key Shrinking Yes Yes Yes TPM

1: Data coupling, 2: Nature of block creation, 3: Application, 4:Identity management, 5:Data compression, 6:Amendable blocks, 7: Edge

Caching, 8: Secure data delivery, 9: Hardware level key security
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public and private keys. In TPM the Ek is stored within the

chip and it is accessed using a drone onboard software. A

storage root key (SRK) is generated when a new drone is

registered with Av. The SRK requires the drone owner to

enter a password for its initialization. SRK along with Ek

are used to generate public key (Kpb) and private key (Kpr)

by the TPM.

3.2 Ground stations

The flying areas in the ecosystem are divided into zones.

Each zone is served by ground stations (Gs). The Gs

manages and controls all actions performed by various

entities within its zone. In the proposed framework the data

is decoupled from the blockchain. Unlike conventional

blockchain, the data is not included in the hashed block

linking, only the header is used to interlink various blocks

to form a blockchain. As the block header contains the

drone identity (Di) which is a 64-bit unique identifier for a

drone that is generated using the combination of the hash of

the drone’s serial number (Dsr
hash) and the on-board hash of

on-board firmware (Dfw
hash). In the event of a drone being

captured by an attacker and the firmware, tampering is

attempted the drone gets auto unauthenticated from the

blockchain. The drones are required to store only the

blockchain of headers and only the individual data. On the

other side the Gs store the blockchain of headers as well as

block data for all drones. When the drone is registered

successfully with the Av, its Kpb is used by the Gs for

identification of the corresponding data ledger of the Di

reading the Di from the header derived blockchain. The

transaction for Di are authenticated using Kpb of Di.

3.3 Drones

The drones are the core entity of the system model. In the

proposed model, the drones are segregated into different

categories depending upon their roles and responsibilities

along with their physical attributes as enlisted below:

– Logistic Drones are used for transportation services.

They deliver services and goods to the destination. The

high load carry capacity is only feasible because of

their size being in a miniature to a small category of

drones. The maximum take of weight (MTW) of these

drones is in up to 25 kilograms (Kg) for small and up to

10 Kg for miniature [49].

– Range Extender Drones enable the infrastructure

available to other drones that don’t have direct access

to the infrastructural network. The hardware in terms of

battery and load-carrying capacity on these drones is

Fig. 2 System model

Fig. 3 Communication model
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relatively small to logistic drones yet their computa-

tional and communication resources are sufficient to

enable them as service relays. The natural disaster hit

areas or areas where the demand and supply of network

resources vary with time can be serviced on-demand

using the range extender drones. The size of the range

extender drones is in the nano category weighing less

than 500 grams (g), as they only carry their weight and

no additional payload like the logistic drones. The

charging of this special category of drones can be

hybrid, i.e., they are charged either through the ground

stations or on the go through wireless charging

(Table 2).

All these drones are enabled with the TPM capabilities

to ensure the security of the infrastructure even if a drone is

captured by the attackers.

3.4 Edge layer

Edge computing is a felicitous tool to balance the perfor-

mance requirements of the IoD system and blockchain. If

the tasks are offloaded onto the cloud to get the work done,

it introduces the communication overhead, hence edges

computing surfaces as a surrogate. In the context of this

work, edge computing is a concept where the cost of

communication is reduced by either performing the com-

putations on the drone itself or near to drone. The com-

putation tasks can be further classified as

– Lightweight tasks Actions which can be performed on a

drone without exhausting much of its resources are

lightweight tasks. Such tasks are mapping of route plan

and real-time positioning.

– Heavyweight tasks The operations which are performed

on a drone that will exhaust its resources like battery

power faster are regarded as heavyweight operations. A

task like mining of the blockchain, full blockchain

maintenance is categorized as heavyweight tasks.

The ground station (Gs) is the communication point

between the drone and Av. Also, Gs has relatively more

computational and storage resources in comparison to

drones. The drones are lightweight and the prime focus is

the maximization application tasks. Hence, Gs is a suit-

able edge layer between the AV and the drones. Di can be

highly mobile in the IoD environment. Hence, the ground

station serving the drone (Gs!di ) tends to perform the hand-

off operations. A suitable Gs!di must satisfy the desired

signal strength (sDi!Gs
) for communication between Di and

Gs!di and it must pose the computational resources to

perform the blockchain operations like mining which is

probabilistic and is dependent on the complexity of the

nonce and the difficulty of the consensus algorithm.

Resource requirement by Di from Gs is shown as follows:

Rrq
Di
¼ RP

Di
þ RM

Di
þ RB

Di
þ Rpow

Di
ð1Þ

Where, RP
Di
;RM

Di
;RB

Di
;Rpow

Di
denotes the computational

power, memory, bandwidth and the energy required to

carry the task of drones on the edge GS.

4 Block structure in ODOB

In the proposed scheme, each drone has its block (BDi
),

where it stores the data including the information related to

the control and service relay. The control information

comprehending the details related to drone flights, GPS

coordinates, altitude information (to ensure the correct

positioning of the drone in the three-dimensional space),

source and destination position coordinates, complete

movement plan, payload, amount of estimated power

required by the drone to reach the destination, the inter-

mediate halting station details which the drone can take in

case it has to deliver services at multiple hops in a single

flight. The block data part and the corresponding header are

not stored onto the blockchain synced across all partici-

pating entities. The structure of blocks on drones and

ground stations is as follows:

4.1 Drone block

In the proposed scheme the block maintained on the drone

is specific to that drone to avoid overwhelming the drone

Table 2 Drone comparison
Logistic drones Range extender drones

Load type Self ? Payload Self

Battery capacity [ 20,000 mah \ 20,000 mah

Size Miniature—small Nano

Battery recharging Ground station Hybrid

On-board processing Self sufficient Data relaying and managing

Memory Small Comparatively larger

Communication link Point to point Point to multipoint

MTW \ 25 kg \ 500 g
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resources by storing the complete blockchain. The data

stored in the drone’s block is the control information for its

operational functions and service relay data. The service

relay data applies to the range extender drones category.

– Control Data The control data within the drone’s block

include Bn which is the unique serial number given to

each block into the blockchain. Drones use public-key

cryptography to ensure the integrity and authenticity

along with confidentiality of the data stored in blocks.

As a resultant the Di stores its private key (Kpr) and

public key (Kpb) those are generated through the TPM

module. The mission-specific information like the

geographical location coordinates of the destination

(Dgps) and source location coordinates (Sgps) is also the

ingredient of the drone block. The chronology of block

generation is ensured through the time stamp (ts) field

inside the block header. For the current flight plan, the

weight of the payload (Wp), type of the delivery (Dn)

identify the nature of the flight. The delivery types are

as below:

– Normal Delivery The drones are allowed to halt at

intermediate locations for delivering other consign-

ments as well along the route. The value of Dn set to

0 indicates that it is the normal delivery mode.

– Urgent Delivery In this category of deliveries the

drones are not allowed to take halts from source to

destination. Hence those drones are chosen that

have sufficient flight range so that they need not halt

at all. This ensures speedy delivery and also the

security of the shipment being shipped. The urgent

mode is reflected by Dn equal to 1.

Flight plan (Fp) is the detailed route that the drone

takes from sources to destination, along with the

urgency flag (Fu) indicating the urgency of the process

for process scheduling. Lastly, the older blocks that

have shrunken after their scope comes to end their hash

is computed using SHA256 and the hash is stored in the

following block to ensure the integrity of the system i.e.

when the ith block (BDi
) is shrunk and a new block

iþ 1st is generated, the hash value of HBDi
in inserted in

the header of iþ 1st.

– Service Relay Data This data applies to the service

relay drones. As these drones provide on-demand

network resources, form the bridge between the infras-

tructure and the drone network creating a FANET

(Flying Ad-Hoc Network) [50]. The information held in

includes the following:

– Topology Each service relaying drones holds the

network topology of the drones connected to it and

the infrastructural node to which it is connected.

– Radio Communication The UAVs make use of line

of sight based on radio signal propagation for data

dissemination.

– Cached data The service relay drones provide better

performance in terms of request-response resolution

by providing caching of data to be relayed to drones

to avoid re-transmissions from old ground stations

(Fig. 4).

4.2 Ground station block

Ground stations (Gs) are the entities those act as edge

computing layers in the communication framework of the

proposed model. To keep drones free from the burden of

storing complete blockchain, drones only store their current

blocks. Whereas, the complete blockchain is maintained by

the Gs. Since all ground stations keep the blockchain

synchronized among themselves through the cloud-based

cloud-based central entity Av, data is provided to drones on

demand. The block structure of the blockchain that is

maintained at the Gs hence is different from that of the

blocks maintained by drones. The ground station in each

block maintains the header, as well as data for each drone

and this, applies to all drones registered with the Av. The

detailed components of the header and the data part of the

block are as below:

– Header The header of the block at Gs has the drone

identifier field (Di) which is a unique identifier regis-

tered with the Av. Next, is the hash value computed

from the header of the previous block (Hph), the public

key of the drone (Kpb) computed through the TPM

module. The nature/role of the drone is indicated via

(Drole). The Drole classifies the Di as either range

extender or logistic. The timeliness of the block is

tracked through the time stamp of the block (ts). The

header also holds the parameters related to drones’

capabilities like rated flight capacity (Rcap) in terms of

Fig. 4 Block structure used at the drones
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distance coverage at given rated speed (Rs) subjected to

rated payload capacity (Rw).

– Data The data part of the block at Gs comprises the data

related to drones in incremental transaction execution

order. Although the fields in the data part are identical

to those of the block maintained on drones, but on Gs

the shrinking of drones is not performed to keep a full

copy of the data associated with a drone. This results in

an immutable ledger of actions performed by the Dis.

The representation of the block structure at the ground

station is in Fig. 5.

5 Blockchain-based security framework
for data dissemination

The data dissemination is the structured method of deliv-

ering data to the end entities [51], i.e., drones. In the case of

autonomous operations, the edge nodes are introduced to

improve the performance of the system as suggested in

[52]. To enable drone flights large volume of traffic data

will be disseminated to the drones from the Av. With a

large number of drones the load on the Gs serving a group

of drones in its service area increases. To maintain the

performance of the system an edge enabled caching-based

data dissemination is proposed in this work as suggested by

[53]. The data dissemination model is categorized into

three levels. The top-level closest to the end-user applica-

tion level is the application layer. The second level beneath

it is the network layer comprising network components.

The lowest level is the Drones layer.

– Application Level In this level the end-users are present.

End-users use various services for which drones are the

enablers. Blockchain-based user authorization and

authentication are used for access control of users in

this layer. The transactions which lead to the movement

of drones are initiated via this level.

– Network Level The underlying network infrastructure is

clubbed into this level. In the proposed system, the

ground stations, aviation authorities, and communica-

tion components like radio antennas form this level.

– Drone Level The main service enablers in the proposed

work are drones. Drone take flights based on the fixed

flight plans those are offloaded to them by the network

level. Although the data reaches the drones via the edge

nodes, to improve the system performance and reach-

ability the drone further forms the drone to drone

(D2D) communication links.

The convention coupled data blockchain suffers from the

issues of long delay (during the block update process), low

transaction rate, and high storage requirement. This article

proposes a decoupled data blockchain framework to over-

come these limitations of coupled data blockchain. This

framework is built in a modular manner comprising of

phases to enable the adaptability of the model to

requirements.

5.1 Drone registration

The integrity of the whole system is ensured by only

allowing legitimate and verified drones into the ecosystem.

Every drone has to register itself on the permissioned

blockchain. The access controlling right i.e. which entities

are allowed to perform transactions on the blockchain are

with the Av. When a new drone attempts to register itself in

the ecosystem, a request (Rreg) is sent to the Av, which

includes the Kpb and the Di. The Di is generated using the

Eqs. 2 and 3. Where DM is the physical address of the

network interface card of the drone and Rand is the pseudo-

random number used to hide DM .

Di �Hsh  shðDM � RandÞ ð2Þ

sh ¼DM%n ð3Þ

When Av receives Rreg it checks for the same in the

blockchain of headers. If the drone is new and no existing

drone block is present for it, a new one is created by the Av

for the seeking drone. As the new block is generated, its

header is appended after validation from stochastic selec-

tive voting consensus into the blockchain. The registration

process among Av and a drone are shown in Fig. 6 in

dialogue representation. The complexity of the proposed

registration mechanism is liner, OðPpoolÞ.
Fig. 5 Block structure at the ground station
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5.2 Transaction validation

A registered drone stores the transactions as presented in

Eq. 4 in the respective block for that drone only. Before the

transactions are added into the decoupled data part of the

block, they are tested for possible forgery or eavesdropping

attacks. The testing is achieved through the usage of the

drone’s Kpb and Kpr.

DiðTxÞ � DiðTx1 þ Tx2 þ Tx3 þ :::::þ TxnÞ ð4Þ

BðDiÞ � BðDnÞ; n 2 ðDiÞ ð5Þ

KprðTxnÞ 2 DiðTxÞ ð6Þ

As when a registered drone issues a transaction, then it is

signed using the Kpr as in Eq. 6. When the same transaction

is received by other entities in the framework, the Kpb is

used from the blockchain of headers corresponding to Di

for transaction validation. On passing the validation the

transaction gets added to the data block. This approach

facilitates the transaction addition into the blocks without

delay, as the waiting time for other transactions to arrive

and then bundling them up into one block is not an issue

with the proposed technique. The instantaneous addition is

transaction is enabled by the architecture of assigning one

specific block for each drone, whereas in the case of con-

ventional blockchains the blocks contain transactions from

heterogeneous entities.

5.3 Stochastic selective consensus

The existing blockchain schemes require all nodes of the

blockchain network to participate in the consensus which is

a challenging task [54] in resource-constrained environ-

ments like IoD. Hence in the proposed framework the

transaction verification in the blockchain using the

stochastic selective consensus algorithm is proposed. Valid

voters are shortlisted using the voter validation algorithm.

The distance of ith drone (that performed the transaction)

from the jth drone is computed below [55]

di!j ¼
di
d

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
� d þ dj

d

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
� d þ ni!j � d ð7Þ

Now, the Eq. 7 is used to create a pool of positions

(Ppool), which is used as an input to the Algorithm 1 to

shortlist the valid voter (Vvoter). Fig. 7 shows the eligible

and ineligible voters selected using the proposed stochastic

selective consensus algorithm. The cooperative nodes that

participate in the consensus are chosen randomly. The

number of randomly chosen cooperative nodes (R) is not

fixed and keeps on changing. Each node shortlisted using

Fig. 6 Registration dialogue between drone and Av
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the Eq. 7 need not participate in the consensus. Only the

nodes that are shortlisted by the algorithm 1 participate in

the voting process. Each voter from Vvoter pool has an equal

probability of being selected in stochastic valid voter list

SVvoter
. Suppose the event of a drone from Vvoter being

chosen as a voter is represented as E, then the probability

of occurrence of E is represented by P(E). If n number of

drones are present in Vvoter among which R drones are to be

chosen for stochastic voting then the probability of each

drone is R/n. Algorithm 1 returns the list of stochastic valid

voters SVvoter
. The computational complexity of the selective

consensus-based voter validation algorithm is Oðn � VvoterÞ
(Table 3).

5.4 Transaction signing

Drones are enabled to have their block in the proposed

architecture. Drone requires the on-board storage of its

block only, whereas the complete blocks of all drones are

stored at the Gs and Av. The Gs stores the blocks for those

drones only which are being served through it. Further, Gs

are responsible to keep the full copy of the blockchain. Gs

uses the Kpb of Di which results in secure data dissemi-

nation in the proposed architecture. The Kpb is fetched from

the blockchain of headers by the Gs. The transaction

signing process in the proposed model, among Gs and Di, is

represented in Fig. 8 as dialogue.

5.5 Shrinking blocks

The proposed technique aims at maintaining a fast and yet

lightweight architecture of blockchain. It is achieved

through the shrinking mechanism. The shrinking mecha-

nism applies to BDi
and does the job on every flight basis.

When a flight completes successfully, the content of the

block is hashed. Hence, Di now holds only the hash of the

previous transactions executed instead of complete data.

Shrinking of blocks for Di only happens on the drone,

whereas the Gs and Av always hold full versions of BDi
.

This enables the retrieval of information for past events and

still keeps the minimum burden on the Di. Block shrinking

is performed through the formulae in Eq. 8.

Tx ¼
Z tnþ1

tn

TxDi
j dt ð8Þ

Using Eq. (8), we compute SDðBiðtn	1ÞÞ that is defined as

below.

SDðBiðtn	1ÞÞ ¼ shðTxÞ ð9Þ

Table 3 Voter comparison

Ineligible voter Vvoter SVvoter

Neighbourhood – U U

Voting rights – U U

Distance criteria U U U

Stochastic selection – – U

Fig. 8 Dialog between ground station and drones for transaction

signing

Fig. 7 Eligible and ineligible voter
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An algorithm has been designed for this mechanism

which is presented in Algorithm 2. The Di receives data in

form of nth transaction Txn. The algorithm gets initialized

by setting the hash of previous block(HP
BDi

) to zero to mark

the beginning of the block. it is checked is the drone holds

any previous data. HP
BDi

is inserted into the block (BDi
) of

Di BD	i. Further the BDi
is authenticated on blockchain

(BC). If the Txn is the first transaction for the drone, it is

added into the BD	i’s Tx
0
n part. In other case when there are

existing older transactions on drone, they are hashed into

HP
BDi

of Di header part and then the data is added to the Tx0n.

The block shrinking mechanism has the linear complexity

represented by OðTXn
Þ.

6 Caching mechanism

In an IoD environment, the availability of required infor-

mation with a small delay is a necessity. To achieve the

low delay requirement caching is highly useful [53].

Moreover, caching is helpful to solve the bottleneck

problem by reducing the requirement of the number of

requests made to the Av. The caching at various levels helps

achieve low latency and high performance in data dis-

semination. In the proposed work caching is performed at

the following levels as discussed below.

6.1 Edge to edge caching

Ground stations (Gs) are the edge nodes in the proposed

work. Gs are the access points through which the drones

access various services of the framework and also dis-

seminate data to drones. Gs can cater to the service

requirements via the cached data. Due to the high mobility

operations of drones, they move from the service area of

one Gs to another. For implementing edge-to-edge caching

the size of the data unit matters as suggested in [2]. In the

proposed model the edges store the complete BC so that

whenever a drone is being serviced by the edge, requires

data it can be served readily. As the lightweight blockchain

is of the header part of blocks of drones, the corresponding

data part is maintained in a local cache at the ground sta-

tion. With the least recently used (LRU) block data being

aged out of the cache of the ground station. The master

copy is retained by Av at all times. The aging out is per-

formed based on cache size Cs. The request rate for a Di’s

BGs
Di

at Gsi is QðDiÞ. The rate QðDiÞ signifies the popularity
of the BGs

Di
. [2] defines the tCs

as the time it takes to fill the

Cs with unique BGs

Di
.

Cs ¼
XN

u¼1
ð1	 e	QðuÞtÞ ð10Þ

The probability of not finding BGs
Di

for Di is pmðDiÞ:

pmðDiÞ 
 e	QðDiÞtCs ð11Þ

Edge to edge caching is effective in dealing with the spatial

locality in the proposed framework as the Di move among

GS. As suggested in [43], the caching among Gs is per-

formed based on the route a drone will follow during its

flight. The wireless cellular network is divided into cells.

Whenever the Gsn performs the drone handoff to Gsnþ1 the

cache content corresponding to Di is synchronised with the

cache of the ground station (GSnþ1 ) which is now serving

the Di. As depicted in Fig. 9 when the Di is being served

through the GSn it does the caching of data fetched from

cloud-based Av to improve latency, access time and reduce

the communication cost. As during the flight Di moves to

the zone that is served through Gsnþ1 , instead of Gsnþ1 again

contacting Av for Di data directly at first the cache from Gsn

are copied into its cache and responses are given to the

requests coming from Gsn .
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6.2 Drone to edge caching

To further improve the system performance, drone-to-edge

(D2E) caching is performed. The D2E caching helps in

providing drones with required data with the minimum

delay. A Gs caters to multiple drones. Each drone in the

proposed ecosystem has its block of information in form of

blockchain. Only the headers of the drone blocks are

chained together to keep the blockchain lightweight.

Whenever, the drone wants data, the same is fetched from

the cache maintained in Gs serving the drone. Moreover,

the bandwidth available in D2E is an important aspect for

development of effective caching policy. The bandwidth

between the Di and Gs is BDi$Gs
. This BDi$Gs

. As in [53]

the maximum number of data chunks (Ml) that can be sent

from GS to Di is given by

Ml ¼ b
ts � BDi$Gs

L
c ð12Þ

Whether the data is fetched from the Gs or it is fetched

from the cached data available on the drone is represented

by z.

z ¼
0 Di gets data from Gs

1 Di uses cached data

�

ð13Þ

As depicted in Fig. 10, when the Di requires any data, it

first checks its cache. If the data as per request is not

available in its cache the request is escalated to the edge

ground station Gs that is serving the zone in which Di is

present. Gs fetches the data from its cache and returns to

the Di. On receiving the data Di caches it. Then the entry

from the cache is returned to the requesting process.

6.3 Drone drone caching

In the proposed architecture the range extender drones

serve the purpose of extending the services to drones that

can not be directly serviced by the ground station. In such

scenarios, the range extender drones help in improving the

overall communication cost by caching the content for the

drones being serviced through it. The data is available with

neighboring drones can be fetched in time effective man-

ner. This can be done by using the drone to drone caching.

Whenever a Di enters into the service area SGs
it has to

acquire the blockchain of its concern i.e the selective

consensus needs the miners to have the transaction for

signing. The transaction information is forwarded by Di to

Dðn	iÞ in SGs
. As depicted in Fig. 11 the drone Di is the one

that is being served by range extender drone Drei . When Di

sends data request to Drei if the data is available within the

cache of Drei it is send back to the Di as represented in case

1. In case when the data is not directly available with Drei

and it is taking another range extender drone Drei1
to form

the flying ad-hoc network, then the data request from Di is

escalated by Drei to Drei1
for its potential availability in the

cache. This saves the overall communication cost and

improves the latency.

7 Results and evaluation

The proposed framework has been validated and verified in

different phases. Firstly, the system evaluation has been

performed based on computational and communication

costs, calculated numerically for various operations and

interactions. Secondly, the simulations were performed to

Fig. 10 Edge to drone caching
Fig. 9 Edge to edge caching
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evaluate the performance of the proposed derived archi-

tecture in the IoD ecosystem. IoD has been simulated with

a bunch of tools that work together to create new to real-

time deployments. Lastly, the proposed model is analyzed

for its resistance against various security risks and com-

pared to some existing techniques in a similar field.

7.1 Numerical evaluation

Proposed technique has been evaluated for the performance

based on communication and computational cost. Broadly

the proposed model can be segregated in two ways, new

drone registrations and registered drones coordinating with

Gs and Av for its functioning.

7.1.1 Computational cost

The associated computational cost with the proposed

technique is explored as below:

– Drone Registration Phase The process of drone regis-

tration includes a XOR operation among pwd and Ek,

append operation is performed four times on

Kpb;Dgps;Drole;Di. As soon as the Rreq is received by

Av, it performs a search operation on BC for Di and Kpb.

The search is linear in nature resulting to two linear

searches on data of magnitude n. If Av is able to trace

the Rreq on BC, it further authenticates the drone.

Drones hashed firmware from TPM, this operation

requires one SHA-1 hash operation. Further, the Ppool is

created for which Eq. 7 is calculated involving three

multiplication, two division, to modulus, and two

addition operations. For co-relating theRn and di!j

one comparison operation is performed and three more

comparisons are required. The addition of Di into Vl½i�
requires one assignment operation. But, if the Rreq

cannot be traced in BC, the new block Bnew
Di

creation is

started which needs six append operations.

– Drone Operation Phase When a registered drone Di

needs any operation performed it does the data retrieval

through the Bc. For which it need to prepare Rres and

Rser , where the Rres requires one RSA encryption

operation. Then the matching of criteria is verified

through a comparison operation. Then Di is optimally

chosen for which the available drones are sorted

ascending on metric as in BGs
Di
. The BGs

Di
needs to

perform the append operation on nine entities. On the

drone front, two comparison operations are performed

to validate the block consistency at Di and Gs. Once the

drones are operational the block shrinking mechanism

also starts working which needs one search operation

on all blocks in BC. If the drone doesn’t have legacy

data it requires one assignment operation else it requires

one SHA-1 hashing operation along with one assign-

ment operation.

Hence, the architecture needs one XOR, ten comparisons,

two SHA-1, one RSA, two sortings, two divisions, three

multiplications, two modulus, two additions, three assign-

ments, and twenty-one append operations as a whole.

7.1.2 Communication cost

Communication cost is the numerical measurement of the

data transfer requirement of the proposed model across the

network excluding the overhead of the underlying com-

munication protocols. The cost is computed as follows:

– Registration Phase: In this phase Dgps of 24 bits, Kpb of

256 bits, Drole of 3 bits and Di of 64 bits are transferred

between Di and Av. In response for the same 128 bits

Di, 256bits Kpb,3 bits Drole ,20 bits ts, 7 bits Rcapand 16

bits RW is reverted by Av to Di.

– Drone Operations: In the operational phase the data

transfer of 7 bit Bs and 24 bit Dgps occurs to Gs from Di.

A 31 bit reply is sent to Di from Gs. Sgps 30 bits, Dgps 30

bits, Ip of 512 bits, Wp 16 bits, Dn of 4 bits, Breq of 7

bits, Fu of 1 bit, Hp
BDi

of 256 bits Fp of 256 bits are

transferred from Gs to Di in the form on new

transaction. .

Fig. 11 Drone to drone caching
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This brings the overall communication cost of the model is

1951 bits. Which favors the task of reducing overhead

incurred to the bare minimum through the proposed

technique.

7.2 Simulation experiments

The proposed architecture is heterogeneous and hence one

single tool is not available to perform the experiments.

Hence, to overcome this challenge, the simulated valida-

tions have been done in two parts. The first part covers the

IoD implementations and the second part covers the

implementation of derived blockchain. The detailed envi-

ronmental setups for these are given below:

7.2.1 IoD and drone swarm simulation setup

The proposed model has been evaluated for its IoD capa-

bilities using the simulated environment. As mobility is a

very major factor in IoD, so simulation environment has

been set up using Gazebo. Fig. 12 depicts the real-world

scenario creation using the Gazebo environment. Here,

runway.world simulation model has been used to provide

the swarm of drones with the geographical conditions as

depicted in Fig. 13. The simulated experiments help to

deploy the proposed IoD ecosystem and the underlying

modules are controlled programmatically thus enabling the

integration of heterogeneous technologies. The proposed

framework aims to address the validity of the research

questions through mobility-based experimental setup in the

IoD ecosystem.

Further, for emulation of the flight board, the Ardupilot

has been used (refer. Figs. 14 and 15). The ground station

capabilities have been implemented using

QGroundControl. The links of drones to the ground station

have been set up using MAVlink. The robotic operating

system (ROS) works at the core to enable intercommuni-

cation between all these components. The environment has

Fig. 12 Gazebo through robotic operating system

Fig. 13 Drone swarm in gazebo GUI

Fig. 14 Ardupilot flight control

Fig. 15 Ardupilot flight control terminal
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been set up in Ubuntu 18.04 on a physical system (with

Intel i5-2450m processor-3 GHz, with 8 GB of RAM,

NVIDIA 525M GPU with 1GB memory). Based on the

system configuration the swarm size is maximized.

7.2.2 Result and discussions

As proposed in the framework, the data is offloaded into

BDi
’s of Di. Then, Di reads the data from BDi

and ardupilot

performs the operations accordingly. The performance of

the blockchain architecture is validated based on various

factors like, identity generation time, block generation

time, block generation delay, voter selection time, and

shrinking block size. The first horizon of blockchain vali-

dation is the time taken for Di generation, i.e. identity

generation, concerning the number of drones requesting for

registration simultaneously. The experimental results

depicted in Fig. 16 suggests the proposed approach shows

almost linear growth in the amount of time required for Di

generation up to 45 drones. Thus it shows that the time

taken for the identity generation of each requesting drone is

not substantial. After this, the Di time is marginally ele-

vated than the initial part but this is just a 1% growth that

almost negligible. The drone identity generation time helps

to validate the key question of providing a lightweight

blockchain mechanism for managing access control and

identity validation in IoD.

Further, the proposed work was compared with the

existing work in [56] in context to the identity generation

time. The existing proposal uses the blockchain 1.0 in

contrast to the derived blockchain architecture used in the

proposed work. The results show the proposed technique

exhibits timely and faster registrations than the existing

variant. The findings are depicted in Fig. 17. This com-

parison depict that the superiority of the proposed approach

in terms of achieving the goal related to the design of a

lightweight blockchain architecture for edge-envisioned

IoD ecosystem.

In the proposed framework, we have designed an

unconventional block structure specifically for drones. So,

to understand the usability and benefits of this derived

block structure, we have validated the time taken to gen-

erate the drone blocks. The time required for generation of

BDi
for Di in the simulated scenario is shown in Fig. 18. It

clearly shows a reasonable time growth to generate new

blocks in contrast to an increase in the number of drones.

The time taken to generate new drone blocks has marginal

increase after 50 drones but it stabilizes thereafter.

Now, it is very important to analyze the impact of delay

on the block generation time using the proposed approach.

Thus, the validity of unconventional block structure is

further validated for delays emerging as a result of simul-

taneous drone registration requests under different load

patterns. Fig. 19 shows the pattern of delay incurred during

the time drone blocks are generated for heterogeneous

Fig. 16 Drone identity generation time

Fig. 17 Drone identity generation time comparison

Fig. 18 Drone block generation time
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requests. The outcome depict that the proposed work per-

forms fairly well with a small delay concerning an increase

in the number of requests.

To design a lightweight blockchain architecture, we

strongly rely on the proposed consensus mechanism that

choose miners in a stochastic manner, ensuring distributed

yet timely consensus. The performance of the proposed

stochastic selective voter selection mechanism is evaluated

and shown in Fig. 20. The results indicate that the time to

choose the voter is less when the number of voters is small

in number. It shows a tendency to increase gradually with

the number of participating drones. The existing block-

chain frameworks have limited customization options to

their architecture for which custom derived blockchain was

developed and deployed. The proposed work also utilize a

shrinking mechanism for block data to keep a check on the

increasing demand for storage space as an answer to the

one of the key research questions seeking a check on

expanding storage requirements of blockchain over time.

The block shrinking mechanism is validated and compared

with a scenario where no shrinking mechanism is adopted.

The performance is measured in terms of the block size

when new transactions are amended into the block and

analyzed in concern with an increase in the number of

transactions. The results are depicted in Fig. 21. The trend

depicted in this figure indicates that the size requirement

for proposed approach is comparatively lower than the

non-shrinking block architecture over time.

7.3 Comparative analysis

The proposed architecture has been compared for its

resistance against various attacks on drones with existing

works in Table 4. The proposed technique is comparatively

more resistant to various security concerns in contrast to

the other works.

The proposed technique is an amalgamation of various

techniques and technologies. The computational complex-

ity of the various key contributions is compared with

existing similar proposals and is presented in Table 5.

The results of the system show the competitiveness of

the proposed model for the IoD ecosystem but there are

Fig. 19 Delay in drone block generation

Fig. 20 Stochastic selective voter selection time

Fig. 21 Shrinking block performance analysis

Table 4 Resistance to various security concerns

Attack [57] [58] Proposed architecture

Sybil attack U – U

GPS spoofing U U U

Data manipulation U U U

Gray hole attack – – U

Black hole attack – – U

Hardware Trojan – – U

Falsified information ejection U U U
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some limitations of the work. The proposed system is based

on the limited mobility scenarios through simulated envi-

ronments thus the evaluation in a realistic scenario is still

required. Further, the miner stability has an impact on the

system and this aspect must be further analyzed.

8 Conclusion

The technique proposed in this paper focuses on the

adaptation of blockchain in the IoD ecosystem. As block-

chain is an unconventional security mechanism, it has its

limitations for adoption into IoD. In this paper, the

blockchain technique which brings in a lightweight archi-

tecture suitable for IoD is designed and developed. The

proposed architecture provides the advantage of secure

data dissemination along with minimalist overhead that is

present in conventional blockchain to maintain the block-

chain. The work progresses in the horizon where the data is

being decoupled from blockchain and hence shunting off-

load in terms of storage requirement from light nodes.

Usage of TPM in the technique brings the chip-level

security to the security keys stored on drones as if the

drones are high jacked an attacker tries to manipulate its

firm aware it can be tracked. Further, the blockchain itself

is special as the data is not included in the blockchain as

such. Only headers of blocks form the blockchain which

makes the execution, synchronization as well as commu-

nication more efficient. The data doesn’t pile up inside the

drones is checked through the shrinking block mechanism

along with the stochastic selective voter selection mecha-

nism to choose the voters. This probabilistic technique

fairly well counters possible attacks by manipulating vot-

ers. Further, the model incorporates caching at various

levels to provide real-time experience to the ecosystem.

The proposed ecosystem has been validated for its per-

formance in terms of communication costs and computa-

tion costs. The simulated results favor the ecosystem’s

adaptability to IoD. In the future, the proposed work would

be implemented on a practical scaled version of the IoD

ecosystem to analyze the system behavior in real-life

scenarios.
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